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From the editor…
Well, it’s been a long time since we started the Fantasy Survey, almost 6 years, but finally after three
and a half years of survey, and two years of cartography work, we have a map that represents all of the
currently surveyed cave. The cartographer, Todd Roberts, joined the project in April 2007. That is 3
years into the project. He’d never surveyed before, and started at the dumb end of the tape. He
progressed quickly to instruments, sketching and bought the cave mapping software, drawing program
and assumed responsibility for creating a map with a “learn as you go” plan.
Not much caving going on due to WNS and three or feet of snow on the ground. We did do a little
monitoring for erratic bat activity and did get some interesting water level data from Cleversburg Sink.
There is a chart included in the article that reflects water level fluctuation from October 2009 –
February 2010. It highlights the possibility of being trapped in the back section of the cave by rapid
flooding in the lowest passages. Since it only takes about 15 inches to sump the lower passage, a 12
foot rise in 24 hours is something to be concerned about.
Thanks to Terry, Don, Ken Jones, Alan, Ted, Gordy, Howard, Dane, Prof. Feeney, Pat and Todd
Roberts for contributing articles, pictures, info, quotes, jokes and maps for this issue.
Ken Tayman, Editor
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Speleo-Spotlight...
Don Arrowood

NSS # 15433

FCG # 1

My first contact with Don was when I was
searching for a local grotto to join and I called
the FCG contact number given to me by the
NSS. Don answered and gave me directions to
the meeting. Don is a charter member of FCG.
He recruited the initial members and filed with
the NSS.
One of the students from Greencastle School
who was in the same class at Vo-Tech had
mentioned a book he had about caves in
Franklin County, so Don got him to bring it to
school one day and that was the first time he
saw a MAR bulletin. They setup a trip for that
weekend and that was how he got into caving.
His first cave was Good’s Cave in 1970.

Don, after stream passage crawl, Fantasy Cave

previous job was working at Grove Crane
Manufacturing. He also has 21+ years with the
Federal Government at Letterkenny Army
Depot in the Field Printing Plant, and other
positions as Offset Photographer/Silk Screener
in the Missile Defense Branch.

His Favorite cave is Fantasy Cave which is
featured in this issue. He and a friend once
bribed their way into Baker’s Caverns with
two 6-packs of Black Label beer.
He graduated from Chambersburg Area Senior
High School in 1972. He had taken Business
Courses and also attended the Franklin County
Vocational Technical School and had taken
Graphics Arts. He is currently going to Kaplan
University in Hagerstown, MD to get an
Associate Degree in Computer Forensics. His

Don is also a member of York Grotto and
enjoys ridge walking and is a member of
Franklin County Rock and Mineral Club. He
also enjoys Genealogical research.
by Ken Tayman
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TAG Fall-Cave-in 09
By Terry McClanathan

WNS has certainly put a damper on
caving in the Virginias over the past
year. Gas prices are creeping up again,
making trips to TAG, Kentucky, and
Indiana hard on the wallet. Our caving
options are not as varied as they were
just a few short years ago. I have a lot
of old friends in TAG with whom I
seldom get the chance to cave
anymore, so for the past several years
I’ve made a special effort to attend the
TAG-Fall-Cave-In to socialize and, of
course, keep an eye out for any new
hundred foot pits.
This year two things attracted my
attention. I learned that a small group
of cavers unknown to me had found a
“new” hundred footer in a Georgia
cave called Slot Rock. I had also been
informed that trips were resuming in a
once popular Tennessee multi-drop
called Deep Thrust which had been
closed for quite awhile. Deep Thrust, I
knew, contained a 147’ pit, and the pit
in Slot Rock had not been taped yet,
but was thought to be well in excess of
100 feet deep. The lure of two new-tome hundred footers sent me on the 600
mile jaunt down the interstate with
high expectations. I picked up Todd in
Winchester and we found ourselves
just north of Chattanooga at around 5
AM on the Saturday morning of the
Cave-in. We had been driving through Brian Killingbeck climbing near waterfall in Slot Rock Drop Cave.
sporadic
downpours
all
night. Photo by Manuel Beers
Although the weekend forecast was for
and Todd would constitute the crew. Marty
clearing, I knew the area around northwest Georgia
Abercrombie, who was one of the discoverers, took
had received between 10-20 inches of rain in the
us to the landowner’s house, introduced us, and
past two weeks, so I figured water levels in the
secured permission. He said he was hung over from
caves would be high.
too much partying the night before and would not
be joining us, but he did give Brian GPS
coordinates and some in-cave pointers on how to
reach the pit.

Slot Rock is located just north of Trenton, Ga., a
small town only about 20 minutes from the Cave-in
site. I had made arrangements to meet some of my
TAG friends who had not been to either of our
target caves. Manuel Beers (Atlanta), Brian
Killinbeck and Mae Kile (Chattanooga), myself,

The cave is a short, wet, four pit multi-drop
which has been known for over two decades. The
last drop was part way down a much higher dome.
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constriction which had stopped explorers of
the early 80’s. Following Marty’s directions,
we squeezed into this. It remained snug for
another forty feet to where it pinched again.
A short canyon traverse beyond the second
pinch led to our objective.
The top of the dome was only about four
feet across, but a short distance down the pit
belled out. I set two bolts on opposite walls
for a Y-hang rig down the center. A rock
drop from here indicated a free rappel, and
this turned out to be the case. Most of the top
part of the pit was nicely sculptured and
averaged about ten feet in diameter. About
50 feet from the bottom a waterfall entered
from the fourth pit of the multi-drop route.
The rope hung only a couple of feet from the
falls but you barely got wet at all. It made for
a very scenic rappel and climb. The pit also
enlarged in this area to about twenty feet in
diameter. We taped the dome at 129’. The
Georgia hundred foot list is not extensive, in
fact, over half the total hundred footers are in
Ellisons Cave alone. Well, now there is one
more to add to the list and it’s pretty nice.
The crawlway getting to it was a little
muddy on this particular day, but all in all
not really that bad. We exited Slot Rock,
took a quick tour of a nearby cave called
Mae Kile in Slot Rock Drop Cave.
Photo by Manuel Beers
Range Pot, with one short drop, and drove
over to the TAG Fall-Cave-in with daylight
A few months previous to our visit, Marty and
to spare. Some would say I’m getting soft in my old
several others had pushed a tight crawl near the
age.
bottom of the entrance pit. This led them to the top
of the high dome. There were no natural rig points
Sunday morning we headed over to Deep Thrust
around the top of the dome so they snaked a long
in Tennessee, which is about an hour and a half
rope through the crawl. Of course there were a lot
drive from the Cave-in. Deep Thrust was a popular
of rub points. They estimated the pit to be about
pull-down trip during the 80’s. The 147’ terminal
130’ deep. They requested that if I went there,
pit is a dome which drops down right beside the
would I set some bolts for a safer rig and tape the
gaping tunnels of an active underground limestone
drop. Except for the original discovery crew, Marty
quarry. After a while the company became
told us no other cavers had as yet done the “new”
concerned with cavers exiting via the quarry and
hundred footer.
shut down access. It was on my to-do list early on,
but before I could act the cave was closed, and so it
The entrance consisted of a fluted 50’ pit with
remained for quite a few years. I recently learned
two passages leading from the bottom. Manuel and
through Atlanta caver Andy Zellner that an
I went into a crawl to try to locate the top of the
agreement had been made between cavers and the
hundred footer. Too soon we came to a shallower
quarry allowing access to the cave. The stipulation
pit which we realized was the second pitch in the
being cavers could go as far as the last pit, but had
original multi-drop route. By the time we
to exit through the cave without interfering with
backtracked, Brian had found the correct route. At
quarry operations, in other words no more pullone point this crawl pinched into a higher tighter
downs.
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We had the same crew as the day before with the
addition of three Indiana cavers, Joe Kinder, Darrin
Chapman, and Andrew Kennedy. We took four
ropes for the three drops and one tricky climbdown
which Andy Z. warned me would be difficult to
ascend for shorter folk. We were also told that
recent heavy rains could make for some wet pits.
The cave entrance is the usual TAG 400’ vertical
gain up the mountain. There was a small stream
entering the cave opening in the bottom of a small,
steep sided sink. Just inside a short crawl led to the
first drop. It sounded a little more than just drippy.
The 74’ pit splits at the halfway point into a wet
route and a drier route. We chose the latter. Beyond
this a 100’ wet crawl leads to the next pit. The
crawl is normally gravel with just a few pools, but
on this day it was a fast moving stream about four
inches deep, with several deeper sections. There
were also a couple of low spots necessitating a good
full body soaking. I was glad I chose my PVC suit.
Manuel and Brian had gone ahead with the big
rope. I followed. At the end of the crawl was a very
wet 25 footer. Brian waited for Mae, Todd, and our
Indiana companions. I took the big rope from Brian
and went in search of Manuel who was route
finding using notes furnished by Alan Cressler. At
a twelve foot climbdown, the one Andy had warned
us about; I met Manuel returning from his scouting
trip. I climbed down the drop, but the last six feet
was undercut and the water was pretty heavy. I
knew Brian had a short rope to rig this for our
ascent.

borehole. At a couple of spots the borehole
expanded into moderate sized chambers filled with
cascading
flowstones,
columns,
and
stalagmites/stalactites. Very nice. The borehole
terminated in a final chamber with a small, steeply
downsloping crawlway at its far end. Air was
blasting out of this, so I slid down into a fissure
passage which continued angling downward. I
figured the 147 had to be nearby. A downclimb led
to a short pop-through followed by another short
downclimb.
Beyond this beckoned a gaping
blackness. I assessed the rigging options and then
returned to see if the others had caught up with
Manuel. I met everyone about halfway along the
route I had just soloed. I was correct in my
assumption that the Indiana fellows might be
daunted by the stream crawl near the entrance. Two
of the three had turned around. That left six of us.
It didn’t take long to rig the big drop. It was a
large volume pit perhaps fifty feet in diameter,
some small ledges interrupted the drop, preventing
a free rappel, but it was still quite an impressive pit.
There were just enough drippies to keep you cooled
down on the climb. We all enjoyed bouncing the
pit. It was pretty cool seeing the big lit quarry
tunnels just off to the side. Todd and I had a long
Sunday night drive ahead of us, so we routed after
ascending the 147, leaving the derigging to the
others. Brian had rigged our short rope at the tricky
12 foot wet drop. I was glad because I still flailed
on the bottom undercut portion, as the water
pounded me. Grace has never been one of my
strengths. At least when we got out of Deep Thrust,
all our gear was clean. It turned out to be a real
nice TAG Fall Cave-in, with two fine caves and two
new-to-me hundred footers. The long drive home
had memories which brought a smile to my face. 

I informed Manuel that Brian was waiting at the
bottom of the last pit for everyone to catch up. I told
him I thought it might be a while. In fact I was
wondering if the Indiana fellows, two of whom
were a bit on the heavy side, would make it through
the low spots in the stream crawl. Before returning
to find me, Manuel had been leaving cairns at
various junctions. He had stopped at a spot where
the route was getting hard to follow. Together
Manuel and I decided to continue our search for the
big pit, taking the rope with us. Much of the cave at
this middle level was scrambling borehole. There
was one breakdown area which caused us some
hesitation. Manuel thought it best to wait here for
the others. I followed what appeared to be the most
traveled route through the breakdown and went on
ahead to find the last pit.

Father – Son Talk
Son: “Dad, when I grow up, I want to
be a caver just like you.”
Dad: “Son, I am sorry, but you can’t
do both!”

Shortly after the breakdown maze, the cave
opened up into a large well decorated section of
7

Photo-documentation Trip to Hellhole Cave, WV
From NSS Web page
The Indiana clusters also showed WNS - ranging from a
reported 12% to 50%. An observer who had NY sites to
compare said it looked like what they had seen in year
one of an infestation. For comparison, the data from the
northeastern sites affected for several years has shown
that the Indiana mortality numbers are in the 50% range,
as compared with the Little Browns well into the 90%
range.

On Saturday, 2/20/10, a joint West Virginia Department of
Natural Resources, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, and NSS
project did a photographic documentation and bat
population survey trip into Hellhole Cave, West Virginia.
This project came together very quickly over the past 3-4
weeks, once flying bats were observed outside the cave.
While awaiting laboratory confirmation of WNS in a couple
of Little Brown bats, organization moved forward on
several fronts. I was asked to organize cave/bat
photographers from around the country and get official
NSS Project status, while logistics were organized in
terms of equipment, travel, and permits and waivers.

The good news: No evidence of WNS was seen in the
Virginia Big Ears. This was extremely encouraging, as
their roosts are located in places along the routes where
the other infected species pass. Some pre-trip speculation
had hoped that things might be different with this species.
Why? 1. It's a different species; 2. They roost in very dry
areas (70% humidity as confirmed by data loggers); 3.
They roost in very cold areas - around 32 degrees F,
including occasionally below (again, temperature loggers
at the sites have shown this consistently); 4. They rouse
quickly, which may indicate they don't need to burn the
sort of fat reserves other species do in order to amount an
immune response.

Fifteen people on three different crews went in to
document three separate areas of the cave. Each crew
had guides from the Germany Valley Karst Survey, a
biologist, and photographic crews. The jobs were to
photograph everything, count and observe bats, replace
temperature and humidity data loggers, and remove an
appropriate number of bat carcasses, if any. We were able
to connect with and include a National Geographic
photographer and assistant, who are working on a WNS
story for a future issue. Hellhole is only one of the sites
they have visited.

All of these things will need to studied and analyzed, of
course, but, for now, the news is very good. Let's hope it
stays that way. A caution: we've seen WNS progress very
slowing in other how-humidity sites, but not be stopped, so
we'll need to see that the VBEs continue to remain
untouched over a few years. This is just one site, and one
observation, but it's clearly a highly significant one.

For context, Hellhole is West Virginia's largest bat
hibernaculum. The last survey (2007) showed over
112,000 bats. The majority are Little Browns, but some 45% of the known Indiana bats live here, and over 6,000
Virginia Big Ears - about 45% of the entire known
population on the planet. The last two species are
federally listed as endangered.

The work of compiling all the thousands of photographs
taken, the comparison of the traditional clicker and cluster
density methods of counting to the new photographic
methods, and the analysis of the data logger data, will
take a while, so a more complete report will come later. An
NSS News article is planned for the future.

The bad news: upon arriving at the sinkhole entrance,
plenty of bats were readily observed exiting the cave and
flying outside. Many flew off into the distance to a certain
death, given the absence of food supply this time of year.
Others were seen landing and "wing-walking" on the
snow.

A huge thanks to the cavers of the Germany Valley Karst
Survey for not only safely and efficiently guiding the crews
to the sites, but also for use of their field house for preand post-cave meetings.

In the entrance room (a 160 foot drop into a huge bell
chamber), bats were everywhere - flying, on the walls, and
the floor littered with carcasses. Virtually all were Little
Browns. From one 15- meter square sample area, a
gallon-size Ziploc bag was filled with dead bats. The rest
of the floor was the same. For context, the 2007 survey
observed only one bat in the entrance room.

One last, but important note: Hellhole is leased by a
limestone quarry, which electronically monitors the cave
for any unauthorized intrusion. As a result, we know that
no one has been in the cave since September 1, 2007.
Thus, we know that WNS arrived here by bat-to-bat
transmission, not via humans.

At the different Little Brown roosting sites, WNS was in
clear evidence, and carcasses found along the way. In the
deepest recesses of LBB roosts, lesser amounts of the
fungus were evident, implying that bats had moved to the
entrance area, consistent with behaviors observed in
northern sites.

Peter Youngbaer
NSS 16161
WNS Liaison
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Organ Cave (Lipps)
January 22-2, 20104 by Ken Tayman

L

ast
year
our
January trip to
Lightner’s Cave
was such a successful
trip, that we decided to
try and make it an annual
thing. The WVACS field
house is an excellent
place for winter trip. It
has a couple bunk
houses, kitchen, showers
and nice wood stoves to
keep you warm. All of
this not to mention the
couple hundred caves
within short driving
distance.
We didn’t want a “wet”
trip and we wanted to get
most of the group into
“new cave” and since
five members of the
group had never been in Just inside the Lipps Entrance to Organ Cave. Left to Right: Dane, Jonathan, Gordy, Alan, Alley,
Photo by Alan
Organ before, we chose Ken and Danny.
Lipps. I tried to obtain
return. I had been thru this part of the cave a couple
permission to exit out via the Commercial Organ
of times about 14 years ago so was familiar with the
entrance but the owners wouldn’t allow it, so the plan
route. I did have a large scale map and since route
was to go to the Flack-Handley Turnpike and then
finding would be the main challenge, I planned to
stay on the map all the way. I was allowing
three hours to get in then would turn the trip for
a total of a six hour trip. This was a very
reasonable pace for us “old timers” and our
young caver didn’t seem to mind the slow pace.
Franklin County Grotto cavers on this trip
were, Jonathan Peterson, Gordy Ley, Dane
Wagle and his daughter Alley, Danny Cumbo,
Me and last minute add-on Alan Horn. It turned
out that Alan had been in the cave several times
and had been to the same general area.

Alley sitting at the start of the Flack/Handley Turnpike Photo by Gordy
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As trip leader I, always feel a lot of extra
pressure. Not only is there the behind the scene
work of land owner co-ordination, lodging and
knowing where the entrance is located, there is
knowing or selecting the route through the
cave, keeping the group together and making
sure everyone safely returns.

This group was made up of a couple 60 year olds, a
couple, 50 year olds, and a few others who enjoy a
slower measured pace where you can enjoy the cave.
Even the younger ones appreciate a group that stays
together and doesn’t leave the slower ones behind.
That is the way I cave, and that is the way I lead my
trips.

kept encouraging him to wrap it up. There was a
detour he wanted to show us on the way out, and if
we were going to meet the exit time we had
announced to the family where we parked the
vehicles and to our hosts at the WVACS field house,
we had to move out.
Route-finding went well. We did get a little split up
in the “Flat Room” which is one of the ways into the
“Lipps Maze”. I knew we weren’t on the trail we’d
come in on, but Alan was ahead and feeling his way
through. I knew there was more than one way out,
but I didn’t want to get split up in the maze. Jonathan
agreed and we stopped, called Alan and his group
back, reunited the group, found our marker and the
proceeded out together. That’s just the way I (and
FCG) do it. Just to emphasis this, the cavers in the
lead missed a turn after going through the
Breezeway, and missed the connection to the
Treasure Passage. This was where Alan wanted to
show us a really pretty section.

I picked the Flack-Handley Turnpike as the objective
because it is hard to explain it to someone who has
not been there. It is a small 18 inch wide ledge, along
the wall that starts out with a 40 foot drop, and 20
feet later ends up sloping away to nothing when the
floor is only 3 feet away. It is located in a window
where you can see he big black void of the Flack
Room, and no way down except across the ledge.
When we arrived, and I saw the ledge for the first
time in 14 years, I actually found it hard to believe
that I had once crawled across it! The second time I
was here we rigged a rope and rappelled the drop.

Their way was “A” way out, but it wasn’t the right
way out. I thought about not calling them back, and
not tell them they’d missed their detour until we
where way past it, and too far to return. That might
have emphasized staying together. But since it was
supposed to be pretty and we were sort of on
schedule, I let him know.

The 3 hours I had allowed to get to the turnpike was
just about right. The frequent map checks, placement
of a few key trail marker reflectors, and couple
photo-shoot set ups by Alan got us there right on
schedule.
Alan spent plenty of time setting up shots in the huge
Handley Room. I think he got a little upset when I

The huge Handley Room. Down to the right, beyond Jonathan (in red) is a climbdown that takes you to the Flack/Handley Turnpike, which
is the connection between this room and the Flack room
Multi-Flash photo by Alan
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Caving Vocabulary
ALB: Amazing Levitating Boulder
A boulder in a cave roof held up (barely) by
a thumbprint sized friction at each end.
Carbide Assist: Refers to "encouragement"
of a caver (esp. electric cavers) in a crawl by
a following carbide caver.
Chest Compressor: A crawl that can not be
negotiated by an individual without exhaling.
Chemical Persuasion: Explosives.
Ear Dipper: A low wet passage which
requires one ear to get wet to crawl through.
Flapper: A small ripped piece of skin
common on climber's knuckles.
Group shot in Treasure Passage.

Photo by Alan

The Horror: That which is found in Horror
Hole caves.

At first he didn’t believe me, but when I walked him
back 30 feet to the junction, he understood.

Scoop: To explore cave that someone has
told you about before they can get back to
explore it.

It is definitely worth the detour. We spent about 30
minutes taking photos and then headed out. The main
problem of doing an in and back out trip through
Lipps, is that all of the stoop walking and crawling is
on that half of the trip. If we’d been allowed to exit
through the Organ Commercial Entrance, the second
3 hours would have mostly been huge trunk passage.

Short Roped:
(1) When a pitch is rigged with a too-short
rope.
(2) When the person preceding you on a rope
accidently pulls it up as they climb and you
cannot reach it.

By the time we were out, all us old timers were tired
and ready for Mexican in Lewisburg. We spent the
next couple hours putting away a few beers and tacos
and some good comradeship with John Pearson and
several of his friends.





Spelunk: The sound made by a caver
walking through water 1 to 1.5 feet deep.
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Cleversburg Sink Water Level Project
February 19, 2010
Professor Tom Feeney, from Shippensburg University, called and said he would
giving a paper at a meeting of the: "Geological Society of America Northeast /
Southeast Regional Meeting" on 16 March 2010 in Baltimore. He asked if we
could get together and dump the last two months of data from the Cleversburg
sink water level sensor because
he would like to include it in the
presentation.
We agreed to meet at 11:15 at
the cave. I called Jonathan to
see if he wanted to go along. He
said he’d meet us there. There
was still a lot of snow on the
ground so we decided to just
dump the data and not fool
around in the cave.
We trudged our way through the
snow, got the gate open.
Jonathan decided to go down
and peek into the first big room
Tom and Jonathan about to unlock the cave
gate
Photo by Ken T
and determined he could not see
any water. This indicted a
several foot drop since the December 19, 2009 check.
There sensor indicated a downward swing of several feet, then back up to
twenty-five feet. (above the sensor). Since the sensor is a few feet below the
bottom of the ladder that would mean the water was still above the top of the
20 foot ladder. We locked up and carried out some trash.

Professor Feeney, preparing to dump data.
Photo by Ken T

This chart represents the water level fluctuation Oct 2009 – Feb 2010. The red line also represents the Elevation of the bolt in the big
room from where the sensor is hung. The water appears to raise 12’ quite rapidly (24 hrs) in mid October!! 665’ is base of ladder.
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FANTASY CAVE
Ken Jones

Fantasy Cave is one of the larger and more
complex caves in Huntingdon County. It was
discovered in 1984 and a partial survey was
done by Franklin County Grotto and some
members of York Grotto in 1986. At that
time, the landowner's wishes were that no
further work be done so the cave was
physically closed.
The property was sold in 2003 and the new
landowner allowed the cave to be reopened
in the spring of 2004. A partial survey was
done in the proceeding three years and is
included in this issue.
Many more passages remain to be surveyed
and mapped .The work that has went into this
project has been long, wet, and tiring but
much satisfaction has been realized by the
cavers involved.
The “Sentinel” in the Pearl Room

Photo by Howard White

This cave has many levels and is a well
decorated cave with formations that range from the clear soda straws and white calcite walls
and floors to large columns and draperies and rimstone pools. Crystal pools, white stalactites
and stalagmites as well as cave pearls are found throughout the cave. The cave also has
numerous pits that range
from fifteen to thirty five
feet in height or depth. This
is a cave that requires an
ability to climb as well as
crawl and deal with high
moisture levels. The cave
temperature usually ranges
from 51 to 54 degrees
throughout. The cave is
currently closed by the
owner's request as it does
have a bat population. 

“Little White Mountain” Out past the Junction Room
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SURVEY
Ken Tayman

I was not part of the discovery or early exploration of this
cave. I do remember back in 1990, when I first joined
up with the grotto, asking Ken Jones “What is your
favorite cave?” That was the first time I heard of Fantasy
Cave. It was closed by the owners and they didn’t want
anybody to bother them. It sounded to me then that there
was not much chance of me ever getting a chance to see
it.
On my first survey trip (ever) it was Pat Minnick, Jeannie
Hartman and me surveying from the entrance to the Big
Room (O-1 – O17). My job was the dumb end of the
tape. As the survey progressed I assumed book keeping
responsibilities. After a couple of trips with instrument
shortages, I purchased my compass, clinometer and 50’
tape.
The multi-level complexity of the cave, in many sections
there are four levels of passage the sort of intertwine,
scared off our potential cartographers, but we kept
surveying. After three years of survey and nothing to
show for it except a SMAPS line chart, I was
discouraged, as were many other participants.
Flowstone inside the Pearl Dome of the “Double Dome”
Complex. You miss this if you don’t push your head up
through hole in the 4’ ceiling.

I had recently met a new member at a Tri-State Grotto
meeting, (Todd Roberts) and thought he might be a
valuable asset to the survey project. I asked if he’d be interested in being a regular participant in the survey. He
said he hadn’t done any survey before but was willing to learn. His first survey was from the “No Name Pit to
the top of the “Egg Dome” He started that
trip on the dumb end of the tape, but finished
up setting stations and shooting azimuth /
declination. Soon he added keeping book and
sketching.
Next he bought cave mapping software
(Winkarst and WALLS) and was doing the
Cartography in a “learn as you go” operation.
A couple computer crashes, a little dissention
among the survey team and the cartographers
move from Virginia to New Mexico could
have ended this project, but on March 3,
2010 I received the included map which
represents all of the currently surveyed
passage. This is a special front/back map for
the newsletter. There is a larger scale map.

Well decorated passage in Upper Level above Junction Room
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White Nose Syndrome: Check for Erratic Bat
Activity
by Ken Tayman
Franklin County Grotto has volunteered to assist with a
survey of bat hibernacula monitoring early bat emergence
and erratic activity. Since we knew McFadden Cave has
100+ bats that hibernate there, we offered to make several
checks during the February-March timeframe.
February 17, 2010.
Ken Jones and Ken
Tayman drove up to
Shade Gap to check
for activity. There
was about 2 feet of
snow on the ground
and we actually had a
slightly difficult time
finding the entrance.
Finally we found the
one foot by 3 foot
crack in the snow that
was
McFadden.
There was no sign of
bats or activity.
Ken Jones checking McFadden for
erratic bat activity. photo by Ken T.



February 24, 2010
I received a call
from
Gordy
volunteering to go
up and make
another check. He
had some time on
his hands and
wanted to get out
and besides he’d
never been to the
cave and would
like to see the
entrance.
We
drove up and
noticed
a
significant snow
melt had occurred
and the entrance
Gordy after a quick peek into cave to
was
clearly
see if bats were gathering near the
visible. There was
entrance.
no sign of bats or
bat activity. One of the things we could do was to take a
peek just inside to seen if bats had moved closer to the
entrance. He grabbed his helmet and light and slipped in a
few feet. He saw one bat but couldn’t get close enough to
see it clearly.
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